Do you need a storage place for large files such as video files or image-intensive Power Point slides to support easier access to documents for your students? Are you interested in learning how to provide direct full-text access to specific published books and articles in the library databases (without the worry about copyright)? Do you want to learn about research guides that Library faculty can create for your classes to supplement your research assignments? Bring your Library and research questions and join us for this workshop to learn about new tools and resources supported by the Chaffey Library.
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Light lunch will be provided.

BOGO – Bring One, Get One
If you bring another faculty member who has not attended an FSC FED or workshop in the past two years, then both of you will receive a raffle ticket. Faculty who attend on their own for the first time in the past two years can also receive a raffle ticket. I will draw tickets at the end of the semester for a prize.